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About This Game

This is a game in genre "Hidden Objects".The story begins and you go in search of parts of the artifact in various parts of the
world to find the hidden and find out the secret. You expect dozens of locations, hundreds of items, and many hours fastened by

the plot of the gameplay. An unusual alternation of the list of items to be searched for - text or a figure - will not let you get
bored either. Control of the game is a classic mouse. There is the possibility of using hints.A lot of gameplay hours included.

Enjoy!
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*downloads game*
*starts up game*
"Oh this looks pretty cute! Let's give it a try!"
*clicks PLAY*
*instantly dies*
"Whoops, I'm gonna have to watch out for that"
*clicks play*
*dies*
"That was weird, I pressed jump but I didn't jump; I must have misclicked"
*clicks play*
*jumps*
*dies anyway*
"Okay, that's a little annoying. I can't seem to get over this double spike"
*replays 50 times*
"Are you kidding me?! That was impossible!"

Moral of the story:
Every time you click play, you die in little more inside.. It's addicting if you like trading. I thoroughly enjoyed climbing up the
ranks to Patrician. Multiplayer is stupid and doesn't allow both players to start in their own cities but equally control one ship,
etc and is quite obnoxious. Still, single player is a good time.. A pleasant surprise and a great show for the developer's first
game. The combat mechanics are reminiscent of former beloved titles like Valkyrie Profile and takes additional inspiration
from a wide variety of places. The gameplay overall has an equally well-thought out inspirational pedigree with only a slight
stiffness in platforming sections and in a handful of the animations being potential downsides. The story and dialogue have,
keeping in mind that I am only a few hours in, been a little shallower than expected but compliment the game nicely and draw
enough investment to make me ask for more.

While the above may make the game sound like an average indie RPG title, it's, thus far, how all of the elements come together
that make this game something special. A handful of simple core mechanics are utilized in such a way that demands a large
amount of thought and consideration from the player without needlessly overwhelming them and it's been a refreshing change
from other RPGs I have played recently. Albeit having had to sit through a rather lengthy bit of tutorial to be introduced to said
mechanics, I found the end result to be simple and copacetic, natural in how it confers information and interfaces with the
player. It's a deeper and more complex RPG put into the skin of a modern, sleek indie game.

This is not a flawless title, but it is one that deserves consideration and serious appreciation. I will be looking forward to what
the developers continue to produce.. incredible game, i used to play this all the time. Incredible job on this. Your choice of
music for this game was genius and it fit the atmosphere so well (especially at the last scene, I couldn't think of a better track to
fit the player's emotions). You have a great talent for storytelling as well as creating visually stunning atmospheres that draw the
player into the story. Jumpscares, in my opinion, are one of the most degenerate acts humanity has come up with, but you
executed them well at appropriate times. Scares are better when they're not just quick, loud noises that induce involuntary
muscle spasms, and it looks like you knew that. You obviously know how horror should be done. Parts of this legitimately
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freaked me out. Well done, sir. Well done. And remember; good luck :). 2 hours played including all the first scenario.
Like many GW PC adaptations, although the setting and ambience is spot on, the gameplay is repetitive, with very limited
vehicle setups. Absent are aspect of the boardgame such as different vehicle types and plenty of options for weapon mounting
locations. Equipment via the shop is scarce, I suppose that's trying to fit the post-apocalyptic setting, but one of the things I was
looking forward to was designing my vehicle from brakes, tyres and armour types and minutiae of weapon selection, balancing
weight and engine with perofrmance. I get little of interest to buy apart from items to make armour or weapons a little better.
Roads seem to be always 4 lanes, no way to turn around (not that there's much reason to), no hint of the handling risks or
planning your drive from the original.

I like that retro font, but the graphics overall are disappointing.

Sadly it plays like an 80s joystick arcade game, not a 2019 new development. 6\/10 at best, get it on sale for an evening's play.
I'll play more, but after an hour or so it gets dull, fast.

Update - also crashed just as I was picking a mission.
Update after a couple more hours, some improvements in payouts and equipment available, but no change to gameplay apart
from occasional mutators on missions.
Further update - after a couple more hours into a run, it says my save is out of date and I have to restart. Great. 3\/10.. This is a
really good puzzle game :)
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Great twin-stick-style shooter (although I don't think controller support was built in?). This game takes the satisfaction of
lobbing a grenade at a bunch of baddies and makes it core gameplay. Very well done, and the story going on in the background
is pretty interesting too, although not the main focus by any stretch.. It's lazy even for a 99 center. To simulate shaky aim,
instead of your vision\/reticle going slightly up and down like what happens in most games with archery, here your aim swings
uncontrollably upwards for multiple seconds before it starts to come down again and actually aims where you want to, and you
have to wait through this tedious process every time. It ruins the game, but it's not like this is any good otherwise. You can have
sound and (awful) music or neither, there's no Music Off option. With a few fixes it would be at least worth the buck, but right
now it's refund material.. dead game

Weeb Community. Love Motorstorm and Sega Rally?

This might be the game for you.

Arcade racing with Sega Rally style controls on beautiful tracks. A great arcade racer that may not provide maximum value at
full price but if you have the chance to pick it up cheap, give it a go.

You will love it.. controls like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Good soundtrack~ Totally worth the money~. OK first
if your a sherlock holmes fan get it. It's decent. Now if your not, a few warnings. Have a memory? did you notice that one small
detail? Are you actually ##$#(*& Sherlock Holmes? No? Then this might not be the game for you. Have you ever been tested
when you try to complete a level? No really I'm not kidding you will actually be quizzed to see if your paying attention. I finally
muddle through this after taking half a year off due to frustration. Look if you like Sherlock holms the it's an easy buy. If your
not it's a easy pass.. Story: Reoccurring nightmares bring a young woman full of questions to the abandoned Chestnut Lodge
Asylum after seeing a news report concerning yet another mysterious death at the place she recognizes from her nightmares.
During the course of play the answers about the mysterious deaths and her own reoccuring nightmares are revealed.

Gameplay: Creepy (just another dark and stormy night and that whispering voice), slightly scary (a mystery boy, a terrified
policeman, and six skeletons in very odd places) and full of mystery (Why, oh Why is any of this happening, that age old
question). I kept expecting jump scares but that just might be because I played Enigmatis lately, or from the initial and later
nightmare scenes.

The game plays in 3D causing the screen elements to move and the entire screen to move side to side (unless the gamer adjusts
it to widescreen.) Adds to the creepy atmosphere and the internal fear guage of the unknown. Just a warning if playing in this
3D mode, check the side edges of your screen for new areas and hidden object find items. (I do believe there are complaints
over this from the easily annoyed and the less exploratory gamers).

This is a true hidden object game, with hidden object finds nearly exclusive as the puzzle elements and plot movers meaning the
inventory reward item. They are a bit on the challenging side, with at least one very well hidden find. Also the developers used
at least one obscure, if not very obscure clue per hidden object scene. For example calling a grater a grinder, or a spool of thread
a cotton reel. (That one made me smile even as I said "jerks".)

There are few actual puzzles in this game comparatively speaking, making the true puzzling aspects of this game how to do
something, like open locked doors, slide across a wire or just exactly what purpose that television has. Some of the actual
puzzles found in this game are rarely used by any game developer, which makes them fun and challenging.

A few words about achievements: The bulk of the achievements (22 of 27 in fact) come from finding the morphing\/shifting
objects. These morphing\/shifting objects in a few cases can be quite the challenge to find. I had to look up four, two I knew
were in the scene but could not find, the other two were really well hidden and I missed them completely. Finding those objects
is a challenge all by itself.

This game plays well for all level of player, novice to expert. One final note in this game all achievements can be completed in a
single play through. Well almost the final note I forgot there is no game map. (I forget about maps since I rarely use one or there
are penalties for map use.). this is 1 of the best games i ever played
guys buy it its fun. The best tower defence game I've ever played. Layers of depth. Some mazing (just enough for me). Loads of
different units with various upgrade paths. So many skills and buffs you are bound to find some unique ways to play.
So many maps and player created maps coming. (I'm prepping an Excel based map maker now)
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Even the graphics end up being perfect. Not too big so you can see plenty of the map at once (a vital thing once things hot up) A
steal at this price for TD fans
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